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De novo donor-specific HLA antibodies (dnDSA) are
recognized as a risk factor for premature allograft
failure. Determinants of DSA specificity are gener-
ated via the indirect allorecognition pathway. Here,
we present supportive data for the relevance of pre-
dicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes (PIRCHE)
to predict dnDSA following kidney transplantation. A
total of 2787 consecutive kidney transplants per-
formed between 1995 and 2015 without preformed
DSA have been analyzed. De novo DSA were
detected by single antigen bead assay. HLA epitope
mismatches were determined by the HLAMatch-
maker and PIRCHE approach and correlated in uni-
and multivariate analyses with 10-year allograft
survival and incidence of dnDSA. The PIRCHE-II score
moderately predicted allograft survival. However, the
predictive value of elevated PIRCHE-II scores >9 for
the incidence of dnDSA was statistically significant
(p < 0.001). In a multivariate Cox regression analysis
adjusted for antigen mismatch and HLAMatchmaker
epitopes, the PIRCHE-II score could be identified as
an independent risk factor for dnDSA. The PIRCHE-II
score independently from the antigen mismatch and
HLAMatchmaker epitopes could be revealed as being
a strong predictor for dnDSA. PIRCHE may help to
identify acceptable mismatches with decreased risk
of dnDSA and thus improve long-term renal allograft
survival.

Abbreviations: AA, amino acid; AMR, antibody-
mediated rejection; CDC, complement-dependent
cytotoxicity test; CI, confidence interval; dnDSA, de
novo donor-specific HLA antibodies; DSA, donor-
specific HLA antibody(ies); HLAab, HLA antibody(ies);
IQR, interquartile range; SAB, single antigen bead(s);
PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes
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Introduction

It is well accepted among transplant clinicians and immu-

nologists that donor-specific HLA antibodies (HLAab)

detected posttransplant are an independent risk factor

for late deterioration of renal allograft function (1). How-

ever, the complexity of the underlying mechanisms is

still not fully understood. Relevant antibody effector func-

tions damaging the allograft may involve (i) activation of

the complement cascade, (ii) activation of intracellular

signal transduction pathways leading to tissue remodel-

ing, and (iii) recruitment of immune effector cells (2,3).

One important cornerstone of antibody-mediated rejec-

tion diagnosis is the presence of HLAab directed against

the allograft (i.e. donor-specific HLAab [DSA]). As a

response to the encountered mismatched donor HLA,

corresponding antibodies may be produced by the recipi-

ent at any time point posttransplant. Several risk factors

for the de novo development of HLAab have been identi-

fied so far: HLA class II mismatch, young recipient age,

inadequate immunosuppression, and nonadherence (4).

To date, histocompatibility of donor organs has been

evaluated by classical alphanumeric matching of HLA

class I and II antigens (5). However, it is well known that

HLAab are directed against functional epitopes compris-

ing a limited number of mismatched polymorphic amino

acid (AA) residues (6). The prediction of HLA epitopes is

performed by the HLAMatchmaker algorithm developed

by Rene Duquesnoy (7). The algorithm is based on
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theoretically designated patches of antibody-accessible

polymorphic AA residues (eplets) present on HLA of the

donor but not the recipient. Importantly, HLAMatchmaker

may predict the humoral alloimmune response following

pregnancies and transplantation but is not intended to

predict T cell alloresponse (8).

DSA production occurs exclusively via the indirect

allorecognition pathway in which foreign HLA is pro-

cessed by the recipient’s professional antigen-presenting

cells and presented via HLA class II (primarily HLA-

DRB1) to CD4+ T cells (2,9). Consequently, activated

CD4+ T cells provide further help to other effector

immune cells in the generation of alloreactive CD8 + T

cells and antibody-producing B cells.

A novel tool to predict an alloimmune response is the

PIRCHE (predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes)

algorithm (10), which predicts donor-HLA-derived pep-

tides presented by the recipient’s HLA-DRB1 molecules

(PIRCHE-II). It is well known that AA variations in each

HLA binding groove lead to unique peptide binding reper-

toires. It has been shown that PIRCHE-II predicts child-

specific HLAab resulting from pregnancy (11). Otten et al

(10) demonstrated in a rather small cohort of 21 renal

transplant recipients that the PIRCHE algorithm may

even predict DSA after allograft failure and nephrectomy.

HLA mismatches that triggered de novo donor-specific

HLA antibodies (dnDSA) revealed a higher PIRCHE-II

score than the nonimmunogenic mismatches. However,

both publications exclusively focused on HLA class

I–derived PIRCHE-II, but in fact the majority of dnDSA

are directed against HLA class II (12).

We hypothesized that the PIRCHE algorithm may be a

better predictor for histocompatibility of kidney trans-

plants, dnDSA formation, and allograft survival than clas-

sical antigen matching.

Materials and Methods

Patient population

We systematically reviewed our electronic patient record database

“TBase” (13) for all consecutive renal transplants January 1995–Decem-

ber 2015. We included recipients ≥18 years of age of a kidney or com-

bined kidney/pancreas transplant with complete HLA typing (at least HLA-

A, B, DRB1) as well as comprehensive pre- and posttransplant HLAab fol-

low-up. Most importantly, we included only patients with DSA surveil-

lance by Luminex(R)-based assays (One Lambda, Canoga Park, CA) during

follow-up and excluded transplants with primary nonfunction due to surgi-

cal complications. Finally, we enrolled a total of 2787 patients (Table 1).

According to standard center practice, the vast majority of patients ana-

lyzed in this study initially received a standard triple immunosuppressive

protocol (calcineurin inhibitor, mycophenolate, and steroids) with induc-

tion therapy by anti-IL-2 receptor antibody. A few patients enrolled in clin-

ical studies were treated with different protocols. Changes in

immunosuppression and tapering of steroids were performed according

to clinical needs or research protocols. Due to the heterogeneity of

immunosuppressive therapies over time and partially incomplete corre-

sponding data, immunosuppression and adherence were not incorporated

as variables in these analyses.

Primary and secondary end points for the analysis included death-

censored allograft loss with return to dialysis as well as the detection of

dnDSA by single antigen beads (SAB).

The study was approved by the institutional review boards of the Charit�e

hospital (EA1/048/14, 118/16).

HLA antibody testing

Transplants were performed based on a negative complement-dependent

cytotoxicity (CDC) crossmatch using isolated T and B lymphocytes. Pre-

transplant HLAab were determined by CDC in combination with solid-

phase immunoassays. Between 1995 and 2005, pretransplant solid-phase

HLAab screening and specification were achieved by the enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) Lambda Antigen Tray (LAT) (One Lambda,

Canoga Park, CA). Beginning in 2006, all patients on the kidney waiting

list were tested by the Luminex�-based LABScreen� mixed and SAB

assay (One Lambda, Canoga Park, CA). A cross-sectional posttransplant

HLAab monitoring scheme by SAB including all kidney transplants with a

functioning allograft was started in 2002, continued in 2004, 2006, and

annually thereafter (14). In addition, HLAab monitoring was initiated in

case of clinical signs of impaired allograft function. All tests were per-

formed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For the SAB assay,

a normalized mean fluorescence intensity value exceeding 1000 was

defined as positive in the pre- and posttransplant setting. The HLA loci A,

B, C, DRB, and DQB were considered for the definition of dnDSA. Due

to missing typing, DQA, DPA, and DPB could not be considered for this

analysis. Patients transplanted before 2006 were only considered for the

analysis if at least one Luminex�-based posttransplant antibody monitor-

ing was negative for DSA. Therefore, all dnDSA have been designated

based on Luminex� SAB.

Subgroup analysis

The limitations of such a retrospective analysis of a large-sized cohort

with long follow-up urged us to perform a subgroup analysis on 1247

patients with more stringent inclusion criteria to internally verify our

results. Thereby, only patients transplanted after 2002 with at least two

pretransplant serum samples (median of six tests and interquartile range

Table 1: Patient characteristics (n = 2787)

Follow-up, years (SD) 7.2 (4.8)

Recipient age, years (SD) 49.9 (13.9)

Donor age, years (SD) 50.2 (15.8)

Female gender 1095 (39%)

Time on dialysis, years (IQR) 4.8 (2.1–7.0)
Prior kidney transplantation 322 (12%)

Living donor 623 (22%)

ABO incompatible 88 (3%)

Split-HLA-mismatches

(A,B,DR) (IQR)

3 (2–4)

Split HLA-mismatches

(A,B,C,DR,DQ) (IQR)

5 (3–7)

Combined kidney–pancreas
transplantation

159 (6%)

Cold ischemia time, hours (SD) 9.8 (5.7)

Lowest serum creatinine

posttransplant, mg/dL (IQR)

1.1 (0.9–1.4)

Data are mean (standard deviation, SD), median (interquartile

range, IQR), or n (%).
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[IQR]: 4–11) and complete posttransplant testing (median of six tests and

IQR: 3–9) performed by Luminex� were included, although this inevitably

resulted in limitations due to a significantly decreased power and shorter

follow-up. The same analyses were applied to both the whole cohort and

this subgroup.

PIRCHE analysis

The HLA-derived mismatched peptide epitopes that can be presented by

the recipient’s HLA-DRB1 molecules were calculated using the latest ver-

sion of the PIRCHE algorithm (Version 2.4.21). Tools to predict the pre-

sentation of allopeptides by the recipient’s DRB3/4/5, DQB, DQA, DPB,

and DPA molecules have not been implemented yet. However, in con-

trast to earlier implementations (10), the current version predicts presen-

tation of both HLA class I and class II derived peptides (i.e. HLA-A, B, C,

DRB, and DQB). Briefly, each mismatched HLA allele of the donor is

translated into the AA sequence of the mature molecule covering exons

1 to 7 or 1 to 5 depending on HLA class (15). After removing the signal

peptide, each hypothetical candidate peptide fragment is derived from

these molecules. In resemblance to the naturally occurring thymic nega-

tive selection process, only candidate peptides proven to be absent in

the patient’s self-peptide background are considered as allopeptides. The

netMHCIIpan predictor version 3.0 (16) is used to estimate the binding

probability of these allopeptides. All ligands, likely to be bound

(IC50 < 1000) in one of the recipient’s DRB1 molecules binding grooves,

are considered as PIRCHE-II, increasing the PIRCHE-II score by 1. HLA

typing of the recipient was achieved by serological (HLA class I) and

DNA-based techniques (HLA class I and II). In detail, sequence-specific

primer (SSP) (Olerup, Stockholm, Sweden) and reverse sequence-specific

oligonucleotide (SSO) (One Lambda, Canoga Park, CA) assays were used

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Recipients were typed

twice. HLA typing of a deceased donor was provided by the donor center

and was confirmed in-house by SSO. Living donors were typed twice by

serology and SSO or SSP. HLA typing results retrieved from the data-

bases were restricted to serological split equivalents. For 32% of

patients, HLA-C and/or DQB typing could not be retrieved from the data-

bases. Missing typings were extrapolated from HLA-ABCDRDQ-haplotype

frequencies based on the National Marrow Donor Program database

2007 for Americans of European descent (17). Similarly, low-resolution

typing data of patients and donors was extrapolated using a multiple

imputation approach (18). Haplotype frequencies for estimated high-reso-

lution genotypes were taken into account as weight for the PIRCHE-II

score of each probable high-resolution patient–donor pair. Genotypes with

a normalized probability of <0.01% were omitted. The IMGT database

version 3.20 was used.

HLAMatchmaker analysis

HLAMatchmaker eplets for HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB, and –DQB were

assigned based on HLAMatchmaker Version 02 (downloaded October

2015, www.epitopes.net). Similarly to the PIRCHE-II score, an

HLAMatchmaker score was calculated as the weighted sum of the count

of eplets of each pair of high-resolution patient and donor genotypes.

Weighting for each estimated high-resolution genotype was based on

haplotype frequencies as described for the PIRCHE-II score.

Statistics

Patient cohort characteristics and parameters were summarized as mean

with standard deviation or, in case of nonparametric distribution of contin-

uous variables, as median with IQR. The relationship between

HLAMatchmaker score and PIRCHE-II score was investigated by means

of Spearman’s rank-correlation coefficient (rho). Multiple Cox regression

models were created to identify predictors of dnDSA posttransplant. The

proportional hazard assumption was tested by Schoenfeld residuals for

each covariate over time. Cox proportional regression was performed

using the ln-transformed PIRCHE-II score, taking into account the loga-

rithmic correlation between the PIRCHE-II score and the cumulative inci-

dence of dnDSA (Figure 4). Time-to-event outcome data with respect to

dnDSA development and death-censored allograft survival were assessed

by Kaplan–Meier plots and log-rank test. Analyses were conducted using

SPSS 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Goodness-of-fit according to Grøn-

nesby and Borgan (19,20) was tested by R version 3.2.3. Two-tailed

p-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Descriptive analysis and correlation of PIRCHE-II
score, HLAMatchmaker, and classical antigen
mismatches
The study cohort comprised mainly first single-kidney

transplants from a deceased donor with a median waiting

time of 4.8 (range 2.1–7.0) years on dialysis and a mean

follow-up of 7.2 (4.8) years (Table 1). Transplants of donors

with a mean age of 50.2 (15.8) years were allocated to

recipients with a median cumulative ABCDRDQ mismatch

of 5 (3–7). The distributions of PIRCHE-II, HLAMatchmaker

scores, and classical antigen mismatches are illustrated in

Figure 1. HLAMatchmaker scores ranged from 0 to 85.5

for the overall cohort with a mean of 27.2 (15.8). Ninety

percent of patients revealed a score within a range of 0.6

to 52.1 (Figure 1A). For each HLA mismatch there was a

wide variation in corresponding HLAMatchmaker scores

(Figure 1B). The HLA mismatches translated into a mean

PIRCHE-II score of 70.0 (49.9). The PIRCHE-II score ran-

ged for the overall cohort from 0 to 323.9, but 90% of

patients revealed a score within a range of 1.2 to 162.7

(Figure 1C). As illustrated in Figure 1D, there is a huge

individual range of PIRCHE-II scores for each HLA mis-

match. Up to three HLA mismatches may translate into a

PIRCHE-II score of zero. Importantly, there is a moderate

direct correlation between PIRCHE-II score and

HLAMatchmaker score with a Spearman rank-order corre-

lation coefficient (rho) of 0.75 (p < 0.001) (Figure 1E).

Notably, high HLAMatchmaker scores do not necessarily

translate into high PIRCHE-II scores and vice versa.

PIRCHE-II and HLAMatchmaker scores predict
allograft survival and dnDSA
Death-censored kidney allograft survival within the cohort

was 79.0% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 77.0–81.0) at
10 years posttransplant. Graft loss (i.e. return to dialysis)

was recorded for 439 (16%) patients. A total of 449

(16%) patients developed dnDSA during follow-up, which

translates into an overall projected incidence of dnDSA at

10 years posttransplant of 20.6% (95% CI: 18.6–22.6).

Importantly, the probability of dnDSA was directly corre-

lated with the HLAMatchmaker and PIRCHE-II score. At

10 years of follow-up, patients with a HLAMatchmaker

score <5 (n = 323), ≥5 to <18 (n = 476), ≥18 to <36
(n = 1136), and ≥36 (n = 852) revealed a predicted inci-

dence of dnDSA (95% CI) of 3.0% (0.6–5.4), 13.4%

(9.5–17.3), 22.0% (18.7–25.3), and 30.5% (26.2–34.8).
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Accordingly, patients with a PIRCHE-II score <9
(n = 285), ≥9 to <35 (n = 446), ≥35 to <90 (n = 1222),

and ≥90 (n = 834) had a predicted incidence of dnDSA of

3.6% (1.1–6.1), 13.1% (9.0–17.2), 21.5% (18.4–24.6),
and 30.5% (26.0–35.0), respectively (Figure 2A and C).

As expected, a classical antigen-matching effect with

respect to the incidence of dnDSA and allograft survival

was also observed (Figure S1).

Similarly, however, to a lesser extent, HLAMatchmaker

and PIRCHE-II scores predicted death-censored allograft

survival at 10 years posttransplant with stratified graft sur-

vival probabilities of 83.6% (78.5–88.7), 81.1% (76.4–85.8),
79.7% (76.6–82.8), and 74.9% (71.0–78.8) for patients cat-
egorized according to HLAMatchmaker score and 83.1%

(77.8–88.4), 83.0% (78.3–87.7), 78.9% (76.0–81.8), and

75.0% (70.9–79.1) for patients categorized according to

PIRCHE-II score, respectively (Figure 2B and 2D).

These results could be qualitatively verified in subgroup

analyses on 1247 patients with complete and extensive

pre- and posttransplant Luminex� monitoring fulfilling

more stringent inclusion criteria as described in the Materi-

als and Methods section. Corresponding data are visual-

ized as supplemental data (Figure S2). Interestingly, the

effect of PIRCHE matching on the incidence of dnDSA

applies not only to deceased but also to living donor organ

transplants as revealed by a stratified analysis (Figure S3).

To test the accuracy of our model of PIRCHE-II scores pre-

dicting the incidence of dnDSA, we performed a good-

ness-of-fit test according to Grønnesby and Borgan

(19,20). As depicted in Figure 3, PIRCHE-II score stratified

into quintiles of each 557 patients predicted well the corre-

sponding observed incidences of dnDSA in our cohort.

PIRCHE-II score is an independent predictor for de
novo DSA
Evaluating the discriminative performance of PIRCHE

regarding the development of dnDSA with various IC50

threshold values (i.e., 125, 250, 500, and 1000), a time-

to-event Receiver Operating Characteristic analysis (21)

Figure 1: Descriptive statistics of the PIRCHE-II scores in our cohort of 2787 kidney transplants: (A) frequency distribution of

HLAMatchmaker scores, (B) association of the HLAMatchmaker scores with the count of ABCDRDQ mismatches, (C) frequency distri-

bution of PIRCHE-II scores, (D) association of the PIRCHE-II scores with the count of ABCDRDQ mismatches, and (E) association of

the PIRCHE-II scores with the HLAMatchmaker scores (Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient rho of 0.75, p < 0.001). The box-

plots of panels (B) and (D) depict the median and first to third quartile (box), the highest and lowest value within 1.5x IQR (whiskers),

1.5-39 IQR mild outliers (circles) and >39 IQR extreme outliers (asterisk). IQR, interquartile range; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recog-

nizable HLA epitopes. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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revealed a superior area under the curve of 0.641 and R2

of 0.0326 (22) for IC50 < 1000 (Table S1). We therefore

continued analyses using IC50 < 1000 as cutoff.

Figure 4 illustrates the logarithmic correlation of PIRCHE-II

score and the predicted incidence of dnDSA at 10 years

posttransplant. This led us to transform the PIRCHE-II

score into the natural logarithm of the PIRCHE-II score (i.e.

ln[PIRCHE-II]) for subsequent Cox regression analyses.

In addressing the individual contribution of PIRCHE-II

for each HLA locus on the prediction of dnDSA at the

Figure 2: Kaplan–Meier plots illustrating the cumulative incidence of dnDSA, and 10-year death-censored kidney allograft

survival both stratified according to arbitrary categories. (A) and (B): HLAMatchmaker score (<5, ≥5 to <18, ≥18 to <36, and

≥36). (C) and (D): PIRCHE-II score (i.e. <9, ≥9 to <35, ≥35 to <90, and ≥90). dnDSA, de novo donor-specific HLA antibodies; PIRCHE,

predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes.
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corresponding locus, the univariate analysis revealed

hazard ratios significantly exceeding 1.0 for all loci

(Table 2). More interestingly, the multivariate analysis

adjusted for the number of HLA antigen mismatches

at the corresponding locus revealed a significant

increase in risk for dnDSA with increasing ln(PIRCHE-II)

score. The multivariate hazard ratio reached its maxi-

mum for HLA-DQB with 1.82 (95% CI 1.56–2.12,

p < 0.001) and the minimum for HLA-C with 1.39

(95% CI 1.03–1.87, p = 0.031).

The individual contributions of a low or high PIRCHE-II

score (first quartile vs. fourth quartile) on the develop-

ment of locus-specific dnDSA for patients with one HLA

mismatch at the corresponding locus are illustrated in

Figure 5. The stratification into low or high PIRCHE

Figure 3: Goodness-of-fit analysis of expected vs. observed events of dnDSA based on quintiles of the PIRCHE-II score (19).

There was no statistical difference between the number of predicted vs. observed events. dnDSA, de novo donor-specific HLA anti-

bodies; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4: Logarithmic correlation between the cumulative incidence of dnDSA and PIRCHE-II score. dnDSA, de novo donor-spe-

cific HLA antibodies; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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scores compares the first quartile (PIRCHE-II low) with

the fourth quartile (PIRCHE-II high) based on the score

for the individual HLA locus. The probability of dnDSA for

HLA-A, B, DRB, and DQB was significantly higher for

patients with a high PIRCHE-II score. Stratification

according to the PIRCHE-II score allowed identification of

patients with low risk for the development of dnDSA

despite one MM at the specific locus. However, the

Table 2: Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis for ln(PIRCHE-II) at each HLA locus on the prediction of dnDSA at the

corresponding locus (n = 2787). The multivariate analysis was performed adjusting for the count of antigen mismatch at the corre-

sponding locus to reveal the PIRCHE score as independent predictor of dnDSA at the HLA loci A, B, C, DRB, and DQB

Predicted incidence of dnDSA

10 years posttransplant

ln(PIRCHE-II) for each HLA

locus univariate analysis

ln (PIRCHE-II) for each HLA

locus multivariate analysis1

HR (95% CI) p HR (95% CI) p

HLA locus A 7.2% 1.91 (1.63–2.22) <0.001 1.72 (1.40–2.12) <0.001
HLA locus B 7.1% 1.90 (1.59–2.26) <0.001 1.68 (1.32–2.13) <0.001
HLA locus C 3.7% 1.61 (1.29–2.01) <0.001 1.39 (1.03–1.87) 0.031

HLA locus DRB 7.6% 1.92 (1.63–2.27) <0.001 1.72 (1.38–2.15) <0.001
HLA locus DQB 12.9% 1.99 (1.75–2.26) <0.001 1.82 (1.56–2.12) <0.001

1Adjusting for the count of HLA antigen mismatches at the corresponding locus. CI, confidence interval; dnDSA, de novo donor-

specific HLA antibodies; HR, hazard ratio; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes.

Figure 5: Cumulative incidence of dnDSA stratified according to low and high PIRCHE-II score (first vs. fourth quartile) in patients

with 0 and 1 HLA mismatch at the specific locus individually illustrated for the loci (A) HLA-A, (B) HLA-B, (C) HLA-C, (D) HLA-DR, and

(E) HLA-DQ. The median score for HLA-A, B, C, DRB, and DQB was 9.8, 11.1, 11.0, 8.6, and 15.0, respectively. dnDSA, de novo

donor-specific HLA antibodies; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable HLA epitopes.
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strongest impact of the PIRCHE-II score on differentia-

tion into low- and elevated-risk patients could be revealed

for patients with one MM in HLA-DRB or DQB. The max-

imum difference of 19.6% points in the incidence of

dnDSA at 10 years posttransplant was calculated for

patients with one HLA-DQB mismatch and a low versus

high PIRCHE score (6.0% vs. 25.6%, p < 0.001). The

data for all four quartiles of PIRCHE-II scores are illus-

trated in Figure S4. Interestingly, the PIRCHE-II score

failed to significantly predict the incidence of locus-

specific dnDSA independently from the count of mis-

matches in case of two mismatches at the loci A, B, C,

DRB, or DQB.

Finally, we aimed at the comparison of the predictive

power for dnDSA between ln(PIRCHE-II) score,

HLAMatchmaker score, and number of antigen mis-

matches in Cox regression analyses. Table 3 summarizes

the uni- and multivariate models adjusted for known pre-

dictors of dnDSA (i.e. donor and recipient age). Although

all three variables significantly contributed to univariate

Cox regression models, only ln(PIRCHE-II) and

HLAMatchmaker score were found to be independent

predictors for dnDSA.

These results were verified in the subgroup of 1247

patients with more extensive pre- and posttransplant

Luminex� monitoring. The significantly higher probability

of dnDSA for HLA-A, B, DRB, and DQB in patients with

a high PIRCHE-II score was confirmed in this subgroup

(Figure S5). Furthermore, the multivariate analysis

adjusted for the number of HLA antigen mismatches at

the corresponding locus (corresponding to Table 2) quali-

tatively confirmed the significant increase in risk for

dnDSA with increasing ln(PIRCHE-II) scores revealing

hazard ratios >1 for HLA-A (1.54, p = 0.013), B (1.31,

p = 0.188), C (1.50, p = 0.163), DRB (1.54, p = 0.034),

and DQB (1.53, p < 0.001). Corresponding to Table 3,

the adjusted multivariate model in the subgroup of 1247

patients resulted in hazard ratios of 1.33 (HLAMatch-

maker score per 10 increment, p = 0.002), 1.18 (ln

(PIRCHE-II) score, p = 0.212), and 0.98 (ABCDRDQ mis-

matches per MM, p = 0.781). Due to the limited sample

size and shorter follow-up in this cohort, the statistical

significance level was partly reduced in these analyses.

Discussion

In contrast to the previous publications (10,11,23), we

evaluated an adjusted PIRCHE algorithm to allow the

prediction of not only donor HLA class I but also class

II-derived epitopes. HLA class II-derived epitopes are of

special interest as posttransplant dnDSA are predomi-

nantly directed against HLA class II (14). In this study,

we could confirm the predominance of HLAab and

dnDSA directed against class II. The data further

emphasize the importance of HLA class II matching to

prevent the formation of dnDSA (Figure 5A-E) (24).

Importantly, the PIRCHE-II score had major impact on

dnDSA formation for DRB and DQB. Patients with one

antigen mismatch but a low PIRCHE-II score showed

significantly decreased 10-year incidences of dnDSA as

compared to patients with a high PIRCHE-II score. The

predictive power of the PIRCHE approach for dnDSA

appeared to be outweighed in case of two antigen

mismatches per locus due to the relatively increased

epitope-load. In the multivariate Cox regression analysis

adjusted for the count of HLA mismatch at each locus,

increasing PIRCHE-II scores could be associated with a

significantly increased risk for dnDSA at all loci

(Table 2). The impact was strongest for DRB and DQB

followed by A and B.

Most of the current literature on HLA epitope matching

to mitigate alloimmunization in the setting of kidney

transplantation exclusively focus on HLA-DRB and DQB

antibodies. Exemplarily, Wiebe et al demonstrated that

HLAMatchmaker matching for HLA-DRB and DQB

among 286 donor–recipient pairs was predictive for

locus-specific DSA. Thereby, an eplet mismatch count

of <10 for HLA-DRB and 17 for DQB was associated

with minimal development of DSA (25). In another

study by the same authors, it was concluded that

higher eplet mismatch counts for HLA-DRB and DQB

and poor adherence among 195 renal transplant recipi-

ents acted synergistically to increase the risk of rejec-

tion or graft loss. Unfortunately, DSA detection was not

performed in this study, so that the differential contribu-

tion of nonadherence and epitope matching could not

be determined (26). Others found a correlation between

eplet counts and transplant glomerulopathy but again

Table 3: Uni- and multivariate Cox regression models of HLAMatchmaker score, ln(PIRCHE-II) score, and count of ABCDRDQ mis-

matches to predict the incidence of dnDSA (n = 2787)

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis1

HR (95% CI) p HR (95% CI) p

HLAMatchmaker score per 10 increment 1.30 (1.23–1.38) <0.001 1.23 (1.10–1.37) <0.001
ln(PIRCHE-II) score 1.63 (1.46–1.83) <0.001 1.44 (1.22–1.69) <0.001
ABCDRDQ mismatches per MM 1.16 (1.12–1.21) <0.001 0.96 (0.89–1.04) 0.299

CI, confidence interval; dnDSA, de novo donor-specific HLA antibodies; HR, hazard ratio; PIRCHE, predicted indirectly recognizable

HLA epitopes.
1Adjusting for ln(PIRCHE-II), HLAMatchmaker score, recipient age, donor age, and count of ABCDRDQ mismatches.
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without any DSA data (27). As an extension to

the HLAMatchmaker and Terasaki’s AA mismatch

approaches, Kosmoliaptsis et al introduced the electro-

static mismatch concept to explain alloantibody binding

based on surface electrostatic potential differences

between HLA molecules. In a series of 131 kidney

transplants, this approach has been shown to be supe-

rior to the HLAMatchmaker and AA mismatch approach

in predicting de novo alloimmunization against HLA-A,

B, DRB, and DQB (28). Similar to our approach, the

electrostatic mismatch algorithm aims at the discrimina-

tion of immunogenicity of an epitope beyond AA

sequence comparison.

Besides dnDSA formation, the main outcome in this anal-

ysis was 10-year death-censored allograft survival. There

was a significant association between increasing

PIRCHE-II scores and impaired allograft survival. The

cause of late renal allograft dysfunction is assumed to be

multifactorial (29). Thus, it is important that PIRCHE epi-

tope matching at time of transplantation revealed such a

strong impact on 10-year graft outcome. Here, PIRCHE

matching revealed a very strong impact on the incidence

of dnDSA independently of the antigen mismatch, which

means that the impact of histocompatibility has even

been underestimated over the past. Multivariate analysis

clearly demonstrates that epitope matching by PIRCHE

better defines histocompatibility than the classical

alphanumeric antigen matching.

This is the first single-center analysis of 2787 transplants

on the impact of different HLA matching approaches on

renal allograft survival and dnDSA formation. Based on

our data, PIRCHE and the HLAMatchmaker approach are

both independent predictors for dnDSA and may com-

plement each other. Uniquely, patients underwent con-

secutive posttransplant DSA surveillance by SAB since

2002. However, pretransplant sera of patients trans-

planted 1995–2005 and posttransplant sera 1995-2002

have been analyzed predominantly by ELISA. Admittedly,

ELISA is less sensitive than SAB in the detection of

dnDSA. We therefore enrolled patients with HLAab only

if at least one posttransplant sample tested by SAB was

negative for DSA. All patients developed DSA during our

follow-up using the SAB assay and thus have been des-

ignated as being true de novo. Since this is a retrospec-

tive analysis of transplants performed over the last

20 years, we cannot rule out underlying effects due to

differing induction and maintenance immunosuppression

as well as rejection treatment protocols. However, the

large sample size might partially compensate for poten-

tial confounders. Nevertheless, given the study’s appar-

ent limitations, we initiated an internal verification of the

results by applying more stringent inclusion criteria to

the total cohort to further minimize confounders and

performed the same statistics as we did on the total

cohort. As expected, the results could generally be

verified by these subgroup analyses, which surely does

not spare verification on an independent cohort in a

future project. Similar to other epitope models, PIRCHE

is dependent on at least two-field resolution HLA typing,

which was extrapolated using a multiple imputation

approach appropriate for our homogeneous Caucasian

cohort. Admittedly, for other studies, the approach may

need adaptation considering the ethnic background of

the cohort under investigation. In the future, deviation

introduced by imputation methods may be avoided, if

high-resolution typing becomes widely applied in the kid-

ney transplantation setting. Here, we restricted our anal-

ysis to DRB1 but we are aware that further research to

elucidate the role of DRB3/4/5, DQA/DQB, and DPA/

DPB as allopepetide presenter is necessary.

In conclusion, PIRCHE is a novel HLA epitope match-

ing tool that was shown in this study to predict

dnDSA formation following kidney transplantation and

thus may help in pretransplant risk stratification to

ensure allocation of donor organs to recipients with

decreased immunological risk for dnDSA posttransplant.

Similar to the acceptable mismatch program for highly

immunized patients by Eurotransplant, the PIRCHE

algorithm may allow us in the future to define accept-

able mismatches associated with a reduced risk for

the de novo formation of DSA posttransplant for all

patients on the kidney waiting list. Importantly, consid-

ering these potential wide-ranging implications together

with the obvious limitations of this study, cautious

interpretation and further validation of the results are

warranted.
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article.

Figure S1: Kaplan–Meier plots illustrating the cumulative

incidence of dnDSA (A) and 10-year death-censored kid-

ney allograft survival (B) both stratified according to the

number of classical antigen mismatches (MM) in the

cohort of n = 2787 patients.

Figure S2: Subgroup analysis of 1247 patients with
at least two pretransplant serum samples tested
using Luminex�-based assays, complete Luminex�

testing posttransplant (median number of tests: 6
[IQR 3–9]), transplant date beginning 2002. Kaplan–
Meier plots illustrating the cumulative incidence of

dnDSA, and death-censored kidney allograft survival at
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5 years of follow-up stratified according to arbitrary cate-

gories. A) and B): HLAMatchmaker score (<5, ≥5 to <18,
≥18 to <36, and ≥36). C) and D): PIRCHE-II score (i.e. <9,
≥9 to <35, ≥35 to <90, and ≥90).

Figure S3: Kaplan–Meier plots illustrating the cumulative

incidence of dnDSA, and 10-year death-censored kidney

allograft survival stratified according to categories of the

PIRCHE-II score, shown separately for the cohort of

patients with living donors (n = 623, panels A and B) and

deceased donors (n = 2164, panels C and D).

Figure S4: Cumulative incidence of dnDSA stratified

according to quartiles of PIRCHE-II score (first through

fourth quartile) in patients with one HLA mismatch at the

specific locus individually illustrated for the loci (A) HLA-

A, (B) HLA-B, (C) HLA-C, (D) HLA-DR, and (E) HLA-DQ.

Figure S5: Cumulative incidence of dnDSA among the

subgroup of 1247 patients fulfilling the most stringent

inclusion criteria stratified according to low and high

PIRCHE-II score (first vs. fourth quartile) in patients

with 0 and 1 HLA mismatch at the specific locus indi-

vidually illustrated for the loci (A) HLA-A, (B) HLA-B, (C)

HLA-C, (D) HLA-DR, and (E) HLA-DQ at 5 years of

follow-up.

Table S1: Assessing the discriminative ability (AUC) (25)

and calibration (R2) (22) of PIRCHE predicting dnDSA

with different IC50 thresholds.
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